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the regional weather center of the north-west atlantic ocean (fmtp) of the national
institute for space research (inpe) forecasts big waves in tropical cyclones that

affect brazil. the meteorological stations of these waves are located at north of the
equator (noa) (0-5ºn) and in the brazilian northeast (5-30ºn) (fig. 4). swell reaches

the highest amplitude (i.e. large heights of breaking waves) when a tropical cyclone
develops over the southernmost brazilian northeastern coast (30-35ºs), and in the
eastern coast of bahia (20-25ºs) in the north of the country. these waves have long
wave period (i. 1820s) and are generated in the left frontal area (finale et al., 2012 ;
silva et al., 2011 ). thus, mariners are advised to carry out a plan of possible routes

and to pay attention to breaking waves (i. ships waves). in the ribeira de iguape
area (20ºs), during summer, when receding tide is between 04:00 and 16:00 on

most of the day, the water levels of the east and southeast (es) rivers fall, resulting
in the formation of temporary tidal movements known as tide lags (teixeira et al.,
2001 ) (fig. 5). these movements have a flow in the form of "m" shaped bodies,

which consist of a mixture of fresh water and sea water. this phenomenon is closely
related to the domination of the current line of the es in the ribeira (vavaprado et
al., 2013 ). figure 5. ribeira de iguape tidal lag. monthly mean water level for the

ribeira at the iguape-paraty city, at 29.83ºs (brazilian geographical institute, 2016).
the black line represents the tides. the blue line represents the tidal lag (2014).
note: water level was measured every three minutes. the tides coincide with the
sunrise and sunset, based on “sunrise” and “sunset” markers on noaa national

centers for environmental prediction (ncep) website (data for average 10-min time
interval). although the tides are formed in the first moments of the day or the night,

they occur mostly during the morning and nocturnal hours.
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the regional weather center of the north-
west atlantic ocean (fmtp) of the national

institute for space research (inpe)
forecasts big waves in tropical cyclones

that affect brazil. the meteorological
stations of these waves are located at

north of the equator (noa) (0-5ºn) and in
the brazilian northeast (5-30ºn) (fig. 4).
swell reaches the highest amplitude (i.e.
large heights of breaking waves) when a

tropical cyclone develops over the
southernmost brazilian northeastern

coast (30-35ºs), and in the eastern coast
of bahia (20-25ºs) in the north of the
country. these waves have long wave

period (i. 1820s) and are generated in the
left frontal area (finale et al., 2012 ; silva
et al., 2011 ). thus, mariners are advised
to carry out a plan of possible routes and
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to pay attention to breaking waves (i.
ships waves). in the ribeira de iguape

area (20ºs), during summer, when
receding tide is between 04:00 and 16:00

on most of the day, the water levels of
the east and southeast (es) rivers fall,
resulting in the formation of temporary

tidal movements known as tide lags
(teixeira et al., 2001 ) (fig. 5). these

movements have a flow in the form of
"m" shaped bodies, which consist of a

mixture of fresh water and sea water. this
phenomenon is closely related to the

domination of the current line of the es in
the ribeira (vavaprado et al., 2013 ).
figure 5. ribeira de iguape tidal lag.

monthly mean water level for the ribeira
at the iguape-paraty city, at 29.83ºs

(brazilian geographical institute, 2016).
the black line represents the tides. the

blue line represents the tidal lag (2014).
note: water level was measured every

three minutes. the tides coincide with the
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sunrise and sunset, based on “sunrise”
and “sunset” markers on noaa national

centers for environmental prediction
(ncep) website (data for average 10-min

time interval). although the tides are
formed in the first moments of the day or
the night, they occur mostly during the

morning and nocturnal hours. 5ec8ef588b
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